ODDS AND ENDS

“I think it is an OUTRAGE that the NCAA Division I record book for 2008 omits the 2007 scores. I called the NCAA and they said that it is available on the internet. But I DON’T have a computer, and think they should issue a supplement or reduce the cost. Is there ANY other source that prints ALL the college football scores that the members might be aware of? I would appreciate any guidance on this.”

Ralph Marson 8070 Busch Center Line, Mich. 48015

In the November issue of CFHS, Tom Pyburn asked if anyone had a copy of the All-Time team that was named by the Football Writers in 1969 as part of college football’s Centennial celebration. Member Bob Barton of New Haven graciously came up with a copy and it also is presented on this page for everyone’s enjoyment.

NEW CFHS PROJECT

In his same letter, Ralph Marson proposed a new series of articles; the topics of which would be suggested and/or written by the members or the editor.

Ralph has suggested that we begin an “occasional” series of articles on “Great Upsets” of college football history. He advanced the 1921, 6-0 victory of little Centre College over Harvard as a first topic. Well, that game was the subject of an article in the CFHS issue of August 1996, so we’ll consider it done. We really like the idea though, so we need your ideas on GREAT UPSETS - but NOT Appalachian State vs Michigan or Stanford vs USC in 2007.

Everybody remembers those. Send your games to the editor via my e-mail at rayscfhs@msn.com OR by regular mail at: Ray Schmidt P.O. Box 6460 Ventura, Cal. 93006